See What Our Clients Are Saying About Us

“All CTC Team members are consummate professionals, yet demonstrate a personal ownership in their respective contributions to the project.”

“CTC Project Management works in concert with and makes proactive recommendations to the Navy PM to insure scheduling compliance.”

“The completed phases have indicated a substantial refinement in existing processes to the point where it is anticipated the application will not only provide ROI (return on investment), but efficiencies in administrative processes and enhancements in fleet support as well.”

Overall Assessment of CTC Performance:

“Above board in every aspect of this effort.”

- John J. Dougherty

“All deliverables were of high quality and were consistently delivered ahead of schedule. Team is extremely collaborative and listens to the customer and each other in an exemplary fashion.”

“CTC provided outstanding program support, project management and technical support. CTC's ability to communicate complex technical concepts to the participating subcontractors was exceptional to effective work accomplishment.”

“CTC provided a very strong team that delivered exceptional, creative, and insightful results.”

“All contractual deliverables ahead of schedule. The key here is "ahead of schedule." CTC personnel clearly understand the need to stay ahead of schedule inasmuch as possible. This in itself is a risk reduction tool.”

“In my opinion, CTC's leadership manifested itself distinctly in the outstanding team communications and cohesiveness. Additionally, I was constantly in the loop on all decisions and was sought out for guidance at all appropriate times.”

“CTC served as a true "trusted agent." I was always made aware of multiple alternatives and I am extremely pleased in how the funding on the project was allocated. This is particularly noteworthy given the variety of and quantity of vendors and technologies involved. We worked collaboratively and openly managing precious resources. CTC's agility and responsiveness were another enabling factor to controlling costs.”
“From a personal perspective, it is sincerely a privilege to work with such talented, motivated people. Reality indicates many demands, priorities, interests, motives, etc. Nonetheless, CTC saw the vision and worked stridently to realize it.

- LCDR Samuel G. Chance, USN, Retired